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2. 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Programme 4th Semester Examination, 2023 

The question paper contains GROUP-A and GROUP-B. 
The Candidates are required to answer any one from the twO groups. 

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Booklet. 

SEC1-P2-ENGLISH 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Answer any one of the following questions: 

(a) Explain the various dimensions of business communication. 

GROUP-A 

(b) How can one remove communication barriers? 

(i) Citations 

BUSINESs COMMUNICATION 

(c) Explain the nature and purpose of listening, in communication. What is the 
significance of effective listening? 

(iü) Reference List 

Answer any sie of the following questions: 

(a) Briefly define the following with suitable examples: 

4242 

same. 

(b) List the guidelines for Project Report writing. 

(c) As a health inspector, you have been asked to undertake a survey of the 
management of polio vaccination in your locality. Prepare a project report for the 

Full Marks: 60 

(d) You have recently undertaken a field survey to understand the increased failure 

rate in offline exams conducted at your college. Write a field report. 

(e) Imagine you are the Regional Manager of an organisation. There has been an 
accident in the godown of your factory. Write a report about the accident, 
mentioning the reasons. 

() As an Accounting Department manager, wT0te an annual report of your company 
for the last financial year. 

(g) How to effectively write an annual report, summarising the important activities a 

company has undertaken in one financial year? 
(h) The Executive Committee of the Singtam Industrial Corporation, Singtam, held 

its 5h Meeting on 1" February 2023, regarding the appointment of two peons. 

As the Secretary of the body, write the minutes of the meeting. 
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2. 

i) Draft the minutes of the first Board Meeting of Popular Prakashan Ltd.. Kolkat 
over the appointment of Mr. Dastidar as secretary and other concerns. 

) What are the advantages and disadvantages of clectronic mail (e-mail)? 
(k) How is Bibliography important as a research tool? 

() As a representative of the eco club of your college, write an e- mail to the 
members of the club asking them to join a cleaning drive in the nearby forest 
area. 

(b) Write short notes on: 

GROUP-B 

Answer any four of the following questions: 
(a) Analyse the role of language and information for effective communication. 

TECHNICAL WRITING 

(ii) Effective listening. 
() Cultural barriers in communication 

(c) What are the components of a good thesis introduction? 
(d) "Everyone should get internet for free." Argue for or against this statement. 

(e) Bring out the differences between speech and writing. 

() Argue the importance of a conclusion in a thesis. 
(g) As the Principal of your school, draft a notice for all the students informing them 

that the sports club will be conducting a sale of old sports goods in the school 
premises the next day. 

(h) Write a report for an English newspaper on the topic "Children are more 
depressed than they used to be". 

4242 

(i) Draft the minutes of the meeting with your college principal about the do-s and 
don't-s at the forthcoming college socials. You are Amrita Oraon, the President 
of the College Union. 

Answer any four of the following questions: 

(a) What is non-verbal communication? Explain with examples. 
(b) Write a short note citing the distinct features of writing. 

(c) How important is the brainstorming stage in the selection of a topic? 
(d) Write a critical note on descriptive form of writing. 
(e) What significance does linguistic unity have in written communication? 
() What are the key differences between formal and informal writing? 

(g) Write a short note on the essentials to keep in mind while writing a report. 
(h) What are the common errors that should be avoided in technical writing? 
(i) Write briefly on the importance of listening in communication. 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A, Programme 4th Semester Examination, 2023 

SECI-P2-HISTORY 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

The question paper contains PAPER-I & PAPER-II. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from the hwo papers. 
Candidates should mention it clearly on the answer script. 

PAPER-I 
ART APPRECIATION: AN INTRODUCTION TO INDIAN ART 

CATEGORY-/ro-*/GUG- F 

Answer any five questions from the following 

The famous cave temple of Elephanta is built by which dynasty? 

Who built Buland Darwaja? 

Which dynasty gave India its famous temple of Khajuraho? 

Namc onc architectural structurc build during the time of' Sahajahan. 

Name any one of the important pioneers of the Bengal School of Art. 

(A GyF S (Bengal School of Art)-43 -O0A QG 94Ff yaCUA AA (GRI 

In which year the Progressive Artists Group (P.A.G) in Mumbai was formed? 

Full Marks: 40 

Give any one example of the Pahari Schools of Painting. 

Ix5 = 5 
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Which is the oldest centre ofRajasthani Art? 

CATEGORY-II /fs-/TUS-T 

Answer any three questions from the following 

Write a note on the Paleolithic Art in India. 

Give a brief account of the Badami Cave Temples. 

Write a short note on the development of The Mughal Painting. 

Give an account of Abanindranath Tagore's contribution to Bengal Art. 

Write a short note on Kalighat Painting. 

CATEGORY-II / fs-/ qUG-T 

Answer any hwo questions from the following 

Discuss the development of Harappan art and Crafts. 

Discuss the development of the Stupa architecture in India. 

Give an account of the chief features of the Nagara, Dravida and Vesara style of 
temple architecture. 
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17. Write an essay on the emergence and development of Folk Art during colonial Bengal. 

UNDERSTANDING PoPULAR CULTURE 

What do you mean by Folklore? 

CATEGORY-I/ fst-¢/GUg -

Answer any five questions from the following 

Mention the name of a famous folk song of North Bengal. 

'Agantuk' was directed by whom? 

What is mythology? 

PAPER-II 

Write the name of any one famous theatre artist of Bengal. 

Write the name of any two famous fairs of Bengal. 

cATatR el (mythology) *1? 

What is multiculturalism? 

ERYLT (multiculturalism) ®1? 

Mention two Audio-Visual aids. 

yo T- 24 (Audio-Visual Aids)-4 AN GCEAI 
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CATEGORY-II / fss. 

Answer any three questions from the following 

Write a short note on Madhubani painting. 

What is the importance of calendar in society? 

Write a short note on 'Gambhira'. 

How does cinema influence the daily life of common people? 

Trace the impact of festivals on the society. 

CATEGORY-III / fdy-/ GUg -

Answer any two questions from the following 

Discuss the role of Indian cinema in promoting Indian nationalism. 

What do you understand by documentary films? Analyse any one documentary 

film which influenced the popular culture. 

Write an essay on any two important festivals of India and their role in promoting 

the Indian culture. 

Discuss the role of Internet and audio-visual media in the popular culture of India. 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Programme 4th Semester Examination, 2023 

SEC1-P2-PoLITICAL SCIENCE (402) 
DEMOCRATIC AND LEGAL AWARENESS 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

GROUP-A / fs-F| HHE-5 

Answer any two questions from the following 

Discuss the Fundamental Duties as enshrined in Indian Constitution. 

Discuss the importance and role of Lok Adalat in India. 

Discuss the jurisdictions and powers of the Supreme Court of India. 

Write a critical note on laws relating to sexual harassment against women in India. 

GROUP-B/f4st9-/HHE-T 

Answer any four questions from the following 

Briefly discuss the role of police in criminal administration. 

Full Marks: 60 
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Analyse the laws relating to Cyber crimes. 

Discuss the laws relating to prevention or arociies against scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes in India. 

Discuss the laws relating to protection of consumer rights in India 

Evaluate the role and importance of Mahila Courts. 

Analyse the role of the Juvenile Court in India. 

Write short notes on any four of the following: 

(a) Habeas Corpus 
f eaJe4 (Habeas Corpus) 

(b) Right to Information (RTI) 

HE faoR (RTI) 

GROUP-C/fo-st / HT 

(c) Right to Equality 

(d) Public Interest Litigation (PIL) 
GAI A4G1 (PIL) 

(e) Provisions relating to Bail 

() Differences between civil courts and criminal courts. 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Programme 4th Semester Examination, 2023 

SEC1-P2-EDUCATION 

The question paper contains SEC-2A& SEC-2B. The Candidates are 
required to answer any one from the two papers. 

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

What is group? 

What is equality? 

SEC-2A: CoMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

GROUP-A / fs-*/ 5 

What is the full form of CDP? 

Answer any ffve questions 

What is your understanding of accountability? 

In which year Community Development was initiated in India? 

What is inclusiveness of community group? 

Mention two characteristics of community development. 

Full Marks: 40 
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What is group dynamics? 

GROUP-B/fre-/TE-T 
Answer any three questions from the following 

Write the importance of community development programme. 

What are the principles of community development? 

Write a short note on Diversity of community. 

Discuss the role of learming in community development process. 

Discuss any two community development programme in India. 

GROUP-c/fo-1/HT 
Answer any two questions 

Describe the impact of social inequality and injustice on communities. 

Discuss the concept of community and community development. 

Discuss the various elements of group dynamics. 
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Discuss the factors affecting autonomy and inclusiveness of community groups. 
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What is 5E? 

SE f? 
'SE' + ? 

4040 

OR 

SEC-2B: LESSON PLANNING 

GROUP-A/ fs-F/HE 

What is the full form of RCEM? 

RCEM -4 g A f? 

Answer any five questions 

Mention two needs of lesson planning. 

What do you mean by "Teaching Aids'? 

What do you mean by general objectives in lesson planning? 

Mention the duration for presenting the micro lesson. 

Mention two advantages of lesson plan. 

How many steps of lesson plan according to Herbert? 
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GROUP-B/fol-/ H3 

Answer any three questions 

Explain the components of Gloverian approach of lesson plan. 

Discuss the continuous steps of the 5E model. 

Mention any five important functions of audio-visual teaching aids 

Write a short note on skill of introducing a lesson. 

Write the characteristics of a good lesson plan. 

GROUP-C/fot-t/ 6-7 

Answer any wo questions 

Discuss various types of lesson plan with example. 

Explain the steps involved in lesson plan. 

How lesson planning helps both teachers and students in the classroom? 

Discuss general principles for developing a good lesson plan. 
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(c) What is scepticism? 

"9jHIAIC ? 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 

B.A. Programme 4th Semester Examination, 2023 

Answer any four questions from the following: 

(a) Who is a Philosopher' in the true sense of the term, according to R. B. Das? 

(d) What is freedom? 

o? 

(e) What is Jalpa? 

(b) "Consciousness is already of an object" 

4216 

Gliyr ? 

() What is Vãda? 

SEC1-P2-PHILOSOPHY 

CRITICAL THINKING 

"q< ? 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

SECTION-I/f51-* /guG-F 

What is the meaning of this phrase? 

SECTION-II /fss-/gug-T 

Answer any four of the following: 

(a) State the arguments put forward by R. B. Das against idealism. 

Full Marks: 60 
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3. 

(b) Distinguish between scientific and philosophical knowledge. 

(c) Write a note on critical reflection. 

(d) Is knowledge possible? What is legitimacy of raising this question? 

(e) What is Vitanda? 

(f) What do you mean by Biale_aka Paddhati? 

SECTION-III /fst-s/ GUG-T 

4216 

Answer any two of the following: 

(a) Explain the role of common sense realism in knowledge. 

(b) What are the arguments put forward by R. B. Das in favour of the possibility of 
self-knowledge? 

(c) Write a note on Tarka and its role in ascertainment of Vy�pti. 

(d) Distinguish between V�da' and 'Jalpa'. 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Programme 4th Semester Examination, 2023 

Answer any one of the following questions: 

(a) TGI E: FaHYSTRTHI 

SEC1-P2-SANSKRIT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

(a) How many glts are admitted in YIGT YtT ? Name them. Write a detailed 

note on any one of them. 

(b) 3HORTYT0 a: | 

(b) Write a detailed note on gar according to YGTI 

Explain any bvo of the following Sktras: 

LTeaa 

(d) �gafuretotTYH: | 

UNIT-I 

(c) facofuRiaiHAIOYITTHI{ HEASIT: | 

Write short note any two of the following questions: 

Answer any one of the following questions: 

Explain any one of the following: 

(b) 34-t GT: afaerf tsfarqyrHt I 

(a) Write an essay on the philosophical idea as discussed in $rryecI 

(a) uf Hafr yAIar47:| 

UNIT-II 

(b) Discuss the role of to realise 34TCHT in $tyfgI 

Full Marks: 60 
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7 

6. Translate into Bengali or English any fwo of the following verses: 

Answer any two of the following questions: 
(a) In which veda does the rty9 belongs to? What is its other name? 

(b) What is the meaning of the term 3fat in atgv� ? 
(c) What is the meaning of the term 4IGfaT in $49<? 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 

B.A. Programme 4th Semester Examination, 2023 

SEC1-P2-SoCIOL0GY 

VISUAL SocIOLOGY 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

GROUP-A /f9sj-* /GUG-6 

Answer any two of the following questions 

Discuss the methods of visual sociology. 

What is popular culture? Analyse its impact on traditional culture. 

Discuss the role of Photography as a method of sociological analysis. 

What is photo journalism? Discuss the importance of photo journalism in 
sociological analysis. 

GROUP-B/fos- / GUG-E 
Answer any four of the following questions 

Discuss Foucault's concept of power and knowledge. 

Analyse the themes of Berger's "Ways of Seeing". 
Berger-qg "Ways of Seeing" 414-16 Gbe| I 

Full Marks: 60 
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What is visual ethnography? 

Discuss the role of poster in sociological analysis. 

Explain Baudrillard's concept of simulcra. 

Review a film that you have seen. 

Define /Explain any four of the following questions: 

(a) Digital image 
fofsbAAS 

(b) Oral culture 

(c) Social media 

(d) Audience 

(e) Documentary film 

GROUP-C / fo- / GUG-T 

() Instagram. 
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